Privileged Identity Management Suite

A UNIFIED APPROACH FOR ENTERPRISES TO COMBAT IDENTITY THEFT

www.manageengine.com
Leverage an efficient, multi-layered approach for taking care of your organization’s privileged identity management needs.

Privileged Identity Management Suite for Enterprises
www.manageengine.com/pim
Secure Privileged Identities

Discover, consolidate, control, rotate, and protect critical account credentials, keys, and SSL certificates in your IT ecosystem.

- Passwords
- SSH Keys
- SSL Certificates

Control Privileged Access

Centrally manage administrative access provisioning for users and channel all privileged connections through an encrypted gateway to bolster security and enhance transparency.

- One-Click Launch
- RDP | SSH | SQL
- Approval Workflows

Monitor User Activity

Maintain a holistic view of privileged activity occurring on sensitive information systems across your network with complete session

- Record
- Shadow
- Terminate

Privileged Identity Management Suite for Enterprises
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Over 180,000+ companies around the world trust ManageEngine.

Affordable plans that start from $595

Swift Deployment  Virtualization Support
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